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I’m in a grammar school –

not a great deal of 

diversity here!
Graduate Trainee Dec 2009



Schools and HEIs bring different 
strengths to the table…

Schools HEI

Understanding of context Theoretical frameworks including up 
to date research

Seeing theory in practice and
evaluating impact

Teacher education pedagogy

Opportunities to apply learning Preparation to teach in all schools 
not just the placement school

Continuous interaction with and 
observation of trainee

Economies of scale

Aggregation of experience and 
identification of trends



Teaching for Diversity -
The Impetus…

• NQT Survey CCCU EBITT  Feb 2009 
(13%)

• GTP Survey Dec 2009

• EBITT development plan



Step 1: Collaborative Research Project

Schools HEI

What does diversity look like in 

your classrooms?

Academic research on theory

What can teaching for diversity 

achieve in your classroom?

Co-ordinating inter-school 

collaboration

What are you doing? Research into best practice



Socio-economic
status/class
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Family Life
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Social tribes

Race, Ethnicity
and Language
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Sexuality
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Physical

Mental and 
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health
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Cultural
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Young 
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First 
generation
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generation

Parent
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trilingualism etc. 
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experience

Bereavement

Looked after 

Adopted

Prison

Substance 
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Child 
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Learning 
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The outcomes 

of collaborative 

research

What?

Why?





Draft materials
Schools: Evaluate

HEI: Pilot in centre based workshops

Step 2: Developing a response…

Schools: From what you see of 

trainees what do they need?

What would most impact on them?

What would you find most 

convenient to use?

HEI: Bringing together different 

schools. Applying teacher education 

pedagogy e.g. to encourage a focus 

on reflective practice

Final materials
HEI: Produce and distribute

Schools: Integrate into EBT practice 

and school based training



What impact?

• Schools enriching their overall CPD using this input

• Using this approach to shape future training

- Teaching Early Reading (replicated this model of development)

• Interim GTP survey results (Dec 2010)

- 84% overall their training very good or good

- 75% developed very good or good understanding of diversity

- 36% training very good or good in working with EAL

- 31% training very good or good ethnic minorities

- 47% training very good or good SEN

• Evaluation May 2011 (Trainee interviews)



Trainee interviews - Is your school diverse?

“Although it’s a grammar school there is cultural and 

financial diversity and it’s important to include all”

“At first I thought my school wasn’t diverse because I 

only thought about ethnicity but then I read a bit more 

about cultures and SEN”

“According to a traditional idea of diversity it’s not but 

if you look further then yes”



Trainee interviews – Does Diversity 

Matter?

“It’s important for cohesion, the identity of the school 

and for belonging”

“It’s necessary for pupils to see people from different 

walks of life”

“If you don’t understand where pupils are coming from 

then how can you relate to them”



What next?

• Lessons learned

– The role of the HEI in co-ordinating school collaboration

– The importance of a productive collaborative relationship 

between school and HEI

– The value of involving schools in:

• Defining the issue

• Planning the response

• Evaluating the response

• Delivering the training

• The future of ITT in the current policy context

Any questions? Email loic.menzies@lkmconsulting.co.uk


